Today at the Cabin!
This week we are featuring specialty bag patterns from
ByAnnie!
Everything from travel duffels to messenger bags to
specialty organizer patterns for computer bags, travel
organizers and art organizers.

A SPECIAL REQUEST…
When you order, please, please, please, put your phone number on the order. There have been more than a few
times when we would have needed to contact a customer regarding their order, or the order came back as
undeliverable, or, or, or and it would have been nice to have a phone number.
Thanks!

Don’t forget… FREE Shipping for Orders Over $75.00 To The US
This week we are featuring Specialty Bag Patterns by ByAnnie!
Patterns on our sale page by going HERE

Open Wide Bag Pattern
Fetch Your Sketch Portfolio
Pattern
This great on-to-go art tote is
perfect for kids on the go —
they can color and draw
wherever they are! The
portfolio opens to 11”H x
24”W and features a
chalkboard mat and two slip
pockets for storing two 9” x
12” drawing pads or coloring
books. Two zippered seethrough pockets hold scissors,

Stash and Dash Fold Over
Organizer Pattern
Netbook Computer
Carriers Pattern
Carry your
netbook computer
comfortably with
these stylish
carriers made in
your favorite
fabrics and colors.
HERE

This handy little wrap
features three inner
pockets made from mesh
for easy visibility of
contents.
Each pocket has a zipper
closure — no need to
worry about things falling
out!
HERE

Quick and fun to make,
these handy zippered bags
in three sizes open wide for
easy access to all your
supplies.
Binding on the easy-toinstall zipper finishes the
upper edges and forms a
handle and grab tab.
Two inner mesh pockets

markers, pencils and more and
two elastic-topped mesh
pockets are perfect for boxes of
crayons and chalk.

keep things organized and
easy to view.
HERE

HERE

Ultimate Travel Bag Pattern
The perfect travel companion,
this functional bag is carry-on
compliant and sure to turn
heads wherever you go.
A comfortable padded
adjustable and detachable
carrying strap and quick-grab
side handles make it
convenient for all sorts of
travel.
With a zippered and slip
pockets on the front, back, and
ends as well as a full zippered
pocket and three more slip
pockets inside, the bag will
keep everything organized and
close at hand.
HERE

A Place for
Everything Bag
Pattern
You’ll love this
spacious organizer
with lots of
zippered pockets
to hold everything
you need —
sewing machine
feet and
accessories, tools,
and more.
The case measures
about 10"H x
13½" W x 4"D
and features a
handle at the top
for easy carrying.
A double-slide
zipper closure
provides safe,
secure storage and
easy access to all
your supplies.
Removable pocket
pages with pocket
arrangements in
four styles feature
zippered pockets
to hold all your
supplies,
electronic gear, or
other treasures.
HERE

Just in Case Folding
Organizer Pattern
MJ’s Messenger Bag
Pattern
Carry your electronic
gear, books, papers, and
supplies comfortably in
these handy messengerstyle book bags in two
sizes.
Each satchel has a
zippered closure as well
as hardware closures.
They feature two styles of
handles including a
detachable, adjustable
strap for comfortable
over-the-shoulder or
cross-body carrying.
A roomy interior has
a slip mesh pocket and a
padded expanding
divider.

These handy folding
organizers feature two
inner pockets made from
mesh and vinyl for easy
visibility of contents.
Each pocket has a zipper
closure — no need to
worry about things falling
out!
An invisible magnetic snap
closes the bag beautifully.
HERE

HERE
Commented [TK1]:

How To Find Our Epatterns and Ebooks!
New Ebook section of site
This is a screen shot of our home page.
You can see that if you mouseover the
“Quilting and Sewing” on the green
navigation bar you’ll get a drop-down
menu that includes Ebooks and
Epatterns.
All of them are there, and we’re going
to be adding more of them!
Check out all our “E” Downloadable
selections
HERE

New Epatterns on our Site

Super Quilter Wallhanging Epattern
Show the world your "Super Quilter" powers.
HERE

Hibiscus Wallhanging
Epattern

Jake the Cat Wallhanging
Epattern

Easy to make hibiscus flower
using freezer paper
templates.

Easy to make cat using
freezer paper templates.
Only 9 fabrics for the cat.
Fat eighth friendly.

HERE
HERE

We have lots of yarns on sale too, HERE
Brand New in the Shop….New Patterns
(available right on our home page, under “What’s New”)

Hit the Slopes Quilt
Pattern

Winterberries Quilt Pattern

Bug it Cushion Pattern

Tie Dyed Quilt Pattern

HERE

HERE

HERE

HERE

5 All-Natural Ways to Keep Your Fabrics from Fading
By Lindsay Conner

Faded fabrics can make your hand-sewn quilts look lackluster. Don't let your fabrics suffer this sad
fate — these hacks are all-natural, using ingredients that are likely already in your kitchen. Genius!
Read more HERE
If you would like to get the North Woods Knit & Purl Newsletter, let me know, HERE or
email me here: mailto:northwoodsknitpurl@gmail.com

More Sales?
Check out our Facebook Page for
Pop-Up Flash Sales!
Have You Liked Our Facebook Page?
Check it out HERE

Remember Whooo Loves You

Night Lights Quilt Pattern

HERE

HERE

On the Homestead…
And the ducks and chickens are in the incubator. Well… not the
actual critters, but the eggs.
In 25ish days we shall have baby ducks and baby chicks. Too
cool! Adding to the flock will be meat chickens and turkeys.

This week’s puzzle is fairly difficult!
A Wild Turkey
HERE

FR** Pattern!

Fantastic Fans Ebook
Easy enough for a beginner,
challenging enough for the more
advanced quilter.
Follow Kaye Wood's step-by-step
directions to create projects such as
Buttons and Bows, Fancy Fans,
Victorian Fantasy, Spinning Jacks and
baby quilts, plus many other patterns.

Fantastic Fans Ebook

Techniques include how to prepare
your fabric, accurate measuring,
sewing and pressing tips, mitered
corners and other helpful
suggestions.
Uses Kaye's Starmaker® 5 Master
Template, available HERE
“FANSAREFANTASTIC”
And… we have updated the file to include
the pictures. Sorry about that, I didn’t
realize the file was corrupt!

Kaye’s Starmaker 5 Master
Template
HERE

Get the FREE Ebook
HERE
Website Happenings….
We’re still working on re-building our YouTube Channel, as well as inviting other designers to jump on board
with their videos.
It would sure help if you would subscribe to our channel…. Here

Featured Pinterest Board….
ByAnnie.com!

Catch All Caddy Pattern
Air Show 2 Quilt
Pattern
HERE

HERE

The Write Stuff Notebook
Cover Pattern
HERE

Trinkets and Treasures
Pattern
HERE

On Our YouTube Channel…. (Hint… Please Subscribe…)
Fantastic Fans
Subscribe to our YouTube Channel!
HERE
Please subscribe to our YouTube channel!
Get the ebook HERE

Fantastic Fans Techniques
On our Channel HERE

New in the Yarn Shop…..

Cascade Cherub DK Multis Yarn
Cherub DK is a brilliant blend of nylon and acrylic, supersoft
and perfect for anyone who is sensitive to natural fibers.
Great for baby-wear and children, this yarn will happily pop
in and out of the wash.

Cascade Mondo Yarn
Mondo is just what its name implies,
SUPER bulky and SUPER soft! It's a soft
blend of superfine alpaca and wool.
This new yarn is best for quick and
bold statement pieces and has a gauge
suitable for arm knitting.

HERE

HERE

Links
•

Ebooks and Epatterns

•

What’s New! HERE
•

Have an Awesome Week!
Terrye
Questions? Email Us!
KayeWood.com
and
North Woods Knit & Purl
989-430-9477
Copyright 2019

On Sale HERE

Fancy Petals Quilt
EPattern
HERE

